Clutch: Satan's Fury MC
Synopsis
To get what you really want, sometimes you have to walk away. From NYT and USA Today Bestselling Author L. Wilder comes book four in the Satan's Fury Series, a standalone MC romance. Olivia. Survival. It was the driving force that kept me going when our world as we knew it was ripped away from us in one horrific night. I didn't know who brutally killed my parents or why, but when the vicious killers turned their focus onto my brother and sister, I did the only thing I knew to do: I ran. I packed them up and left everything we knew and loved behind and headed for Memphis. Clutch. The club was my life. I'd do anything for my brothers. Hell, I've taken more than a couple of bullets for them and I'd do it again. But I needed to step away to clear my head. I pushed the throttle forward and headed down south with one goal in mind: to fulfill Cotton's orders and establish the route for the club's new pipeline. Doing my job was my only focus until I saw her working in that diner down on Front Street. She had fire in her eyes and bite to her tongue -- and she was absolutely breathtaking. Full of class and spunk, the girl was out of my league. What was she doing working at a diner in Memphis, Tennessee? She was a mystery to me, and even though my gut told me she was hiding something, I felt a pull to her that I could not deny. **Clutch is book four in the Satan's Fury series, but it is considered a standalone romance. This book is intended for readers 18 and older due to violence and explicit language.**
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Customer Reviews

I've been a fan of Leslie Wilder’s since her first book. With each release her natural talent has grown, and as a fan, it’s been a pleasure to watch her develop as an author. She has this innate storyteller’s soul, and it’s never been more apparent than it was in this book.Clutch was a man searching for himself and for clarity and maybe for that true, soul deep, life changing love that his brothers have found. What he found in Olivia was more than he ever could have imagined. Theirs was such a beautiful love story, the kind of story that made my heart happy and full, the kind of story that kept a smile on my face. While tragedy is what brought these two together, the love they found in each other - the fireworks - was something neither expected but exactly what they both needed.Leslie has penned a truly gorgeous love story in Clutch. It was sweet and sexy and genuine. This is one of those books that was an absolute pleasure to read, and I loved every single word.

Another great addition to the Satan’s Fury MC series. From the beginning, Leslie wants to break your heart. Olivia’s live seems perfect. Until it isn't anymore. One night, one call and everything changes forever. I can't imagine how that kind of call can break you. If not two left precious people, I think Olivia would have been a broken mess. But she has no time to take all this nightmare in, Liv needs to protect her family from the harm.Clutch... Clutch... Clutch... Are you tired of hearing this name, yet? I never going to be. I'm in love with that name. I’m in love with the man who is attached to than name. Actually, I’m in love with anything related with this biker. The more I read, the more pieces of my heart he was stealing. My man Stitch has some competition and trouble, trying to hold on to my heart with all of his strength, while Clutch was determined to be greedy and keep it just for himself. Honestly, I never imagined that another biker of Satan’s Fury can crawl into my heart and stay there. It for sure showed that these guys has some secret tricks up their cuts.I really love dynamic between Olivia and Clutch. They are sexy, cute and delightful together. They gave me a lot of moments full of banter, that just made if not laugh out loud at least to smile. They are meant for each other. I'm glad that they found the real path of theirs journey.BTW in this story, Leslie introduced some new characters, that I just couldn't help but wish to be able to get a closer
I just have to start by saying I loved Clutch!!!!! But I loved Olivia as well!! I knew we were going to get something special with this book but I had no idea how special. Right from the beginning you are drawn into the story. My heart was racing for Olivia and her siblings. And for Clutch my heart was already in turmoil for him after leaving the MC and setting out on his own to mend his own broken heart. The one thing about Clutch that never changes is his care free attitude and playful way. Him and Olivia are perfect for each because she can give as good as she gets. It was fun watching Olivia give Clutch some of his business back to him. After seeing Olivia in a diner and knowing she doesn’t really seem to fit in with her surroundings he sets his sights on figuring her out. The chemistry between the two is immediate and electric. You can feel it rolling off the pages. But with these two there is more than chemistry there is a connection that can’t be denied. When Olivia’s past catches up with her and her brother and sister Clutch will stop at nothing to protect them and keep them safe. Clutch and Olivia have a very special relationship based on trust and mutual respect for each one. I found that very refreshing in this story. There was none of the infighting that can go on when a new women comes into the MC. I have to say that hands down this was my absolute favorite book by L. Wilder and I have no idea how she will top this one but I’m looking very forward to what she brings us next.

HOT🔥 HOT 💥 HOT 🔥 Clutch and Olivia’s love story has it all. SUSPENSE ACTION & ROMANCE While neither of them are looking for love, fate steps in and shows them both what they’ve been missing. I’ve been waiting for Clutch’s story from the beginning of this series, and love this book! Olivia is strong and I loved her perseverance! I’ve read all of L. Wilder’s books, and this ones truly my favorite! 🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟

I have bought and read every book this author had wrote and love everything she has published. This is now in my top 2 favorites by this author. This had me hooked from the beginning. Also love the cover.

Absolutely not disappointed with this newest in the Satan’s Fury MC series...Clutch is a man who can do no wrong and when he is faced with a challenge (Olivia and her siblings) and must decide whether or not to keep the mysterious diner waitress in his life at all costs, he finds the rewards far
outweigh the risks. Olivia has been running with her brother and sister after an unimaginable tragedy hits their family and meeting Clutch (who is visiting and helping out the local MC) becomes the start of a new love and life direction for her while the mystery of her parents' death is unraveling. I loved the many characters from previous books who make their return in this one as well as the complex but at times sweet love story that unfolds between Clutch and Olivia. Clutch takes on a role that he never imagines when dealing with Olivia's younger siblings and proves himself to be much more than just a hardened biker on a mission for his club. A perfectly entertaining and sexy addition to the series with plenty of exciting club action mixed up with the murder mystery and romance. Loved it.***** 5 ***** "fire and fury mixed together" stars
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